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Abstract
High-performance, byte-addressable non-volatile main memories (NVMMs) force system designers to rethink tradeoffs throughout the system stack, often leading to dramatic
changes in system architecture. Conventional distributed file
systems are a prime example. When faster NVMM replaces
block-based storage, the dramatic improvement in storage performance makes networking and software overhead a critical
bottleneck.
In this paper, we present Orion, a distributed file system
for NVMM-based storage. By taking a clean slate design
and leveraging the characteristics of NVMM and high-speed,
RDMA-based networking, Orion provides high-performance
metadata and data access while maintaining the byte addressability of NVMM. Our evaluation shows Orion achieves performance comparable to local NVMM file systems and outperforms existing distributed file systems by a large margin.

1

Introduction

In a distributed file system designed for block-based devices,
media performance is almost the sole determiner of performance on the data path. The glacial performance of disks
(both hard and solid state) compared to the rest of the storage stack incentivizes complex optimizations (e.g., queuing,
striping, and batching) around disk accesses. It also saves
designers from needing to apply similarly aggressive optimizations to network efficiency, CPU utilization, and locality,
while pushing them toward software architectures that are
easy to develop and maintain, despite the (generally irrelevant) resulting software overheads.
The appearance of fast non-volatile memories (e.g., Intel’s
3D XPoint DIMMs [28]) on the processor’s memory bus
will offer an abrupt and dramatic increase in storage system
performance, providing performance characteristics comparable to DRAM and vastly faster than either hard drives or
SSDs. These non-volatile main memories (NVMM) upend
the traditional design constraints of distributed file systems.
For an NVMM-based distributed file system, media access
performance is no longer the major determiner of performance. Instead, network performance, software overhead,
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and data placement all play central roles. Furthermore, since
NVMM is byte-addressable, block-based interfaces are no
longer a constraint. Consequently, old distributed file systems
squander NVMM performance — the previously negligible
inefficiencies quickly become the dominant source of delay.
This paper presents Orion, a distributed file system designed from the ground up for NVMM and Remote Direct
Memory Access (RDMA) networks. While other distributed
systems [41, 55] have integrated NVMMs, Orion is the first
distributed file system to systematically optimize for NVMMs
throughout its design. As a result, Orion diverges from blockbased designs in novel ways.
Orion focuses on several areas where traditional distributed
file systems fall short when naively adapted to NVMMs. We
describe them below.
Use of RDMA Orion targets systems connected with an
RDMA-capable network. It uses RDMA whenever possible
to accelerate both metadata and data accesses. Some existing
distributed storage systems use RDMA as a fast transport
layer for data access [10, 18, 62, 63, 71] but do not integrate it
deeply into their design. Other systems [41, 55] adapt RDMA
more extensively but provide object storage with customized
interfaces that are incompatible with file system features such
as unrestricted directories and file extents, symbolic links and
file attributes.
Orion is the first full-featured file system that integrates
RDMA deeply into all aspects of its design. Aggressive use
of RDMA means the CPU is not involved in many transfers,
lowering CPU load and improving scalability for handling incoming requests. In particular, pairing RDMA with NVMMs
allows nodes to directly access remote storage without any
target-side software overheads.
Software Overhead Software overhead in distributed files
system has not traditionally been a critical concern. As such,
most distributed file systems have used two-layer designs that
divide the network and storage layers into separate modules.
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Read Latency Bandwidth GB/s
512 B
Read
Write
DRAM
80 ns
60
30
NVMM
300 ns
8
2
RDMA NIC
3 µs
5 (40 Gbps)
NVMe SSD
70 µs
3.2
1.3
Table 1: Characteristics of memory and network devices
We measure the fisrt 3 lines on Intel Sandy Bridge-EP platform with a Mellanox ConnectX-4 RNIC and an Intel DC
P3600 SSD. NVMM numbers are estimated based on assumptions made in [75].

Section 6 evaluates these mechanisms. We cover related work
in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.

2

Orion is a file system designed for distributed shared NVMM
and RDMA. This section gives some background on NVMM
and RDMA and highlights the opportunities these technologies provide. Then, it discusses the inefficiencies inherent in
running existing distributed file systems on NVMM.

2.1
Two-layer designs trade efficiency for ease of implementation. Designers can build a user-level daemon that stitches
together off-the-shelf networking packages and a local file
system into a distributed file system. While expedient, this
approach results in duplicated metadata, excessive copying,
unnecessary event handling, and places user-space protection
barriers on the critical path.
Orion merges the network and storage functions into a single, kernel-resident layer optimized for RDMA and NVMM
that handles data, metadata, and network access. This decision allows Orion to explore new mechanisms to simplify
operations and scale performance.
Locality RDMA is fast, but it is still several times slower
than local access to NVMMs (Table 1). Consequently, the
location of stored data is a key performance concern for
Orion. This concern is an important difference between Orion
and traditional block-based designs that generally distinguish between client nodes and a pool of centralized storage
nodes [18, 53]. Pooling makes sense for block devices, since
access latency is determined by storage, rather than network
latency, and a pool of storage nodes simplifies system administration. However, the speed of NVMMs makes a storage
pool inefficient, so Orion optimizes for locality. To encourage
local accesses, Orion migrates durable data to the client whenever possible and uses a novel delegated allocation scheme to
efficiently manage free space.
Our evaluation shows that Orion outperforms existing distributed file systems by a large margin. Relative to local
NVMM filesystems, it provides comparable application-level
performance when running applications on a single client.
For parallel workloads, Orion shows good scalability: performance on an 8-client cluster is between 4.1× and 7.9× higher
than running on a single node.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss
the opportunities and challenges of building a distributed file
system utilizing NVMM and RDMA in Section 2. Section 3
gives an overview of Orion’s architecture. We describe the design decisions we made to implement high-performance metadata access and data access in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.
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Background and Motivation

Non-Volatile Main Memory

NVMM is comprised of nonvolatile DIMMs (NVDIMMs)
attached to a CPU’s memory bus alongside traditional DRAM
DIMMs. Battery-backed NVDIMM-N modules are commercially available from multiple vendors [46], and Intel’s 3DXPoint memory [28] is expected to debut shortly. Other technologies such as spin-torque transfer RAM (STT-RAM) [45],
ReRAM [27] are in active research and development.
NVMMs appear as contiguous, persistent ranges of physical memory addresses [52]. Instead of using block-based
interface, file systems can issue load and store instructions
to NVMMs directly. NVMM file systems provide this ability
via direct access (or “DAX”), which allows read and write
system calls to bypass the page cache.
Researchers and companies have developed several file systems designed specifically for NVMM [15, 21, 25, 73, 74].
Other developers have adapted existing file systems to
NVMM by adding DAX support [14, 70]. In either case, the
file system must account for the 8-byte atomicity guarantees that NVMMs provide (compared to sector atomicity for
disks). They also must take care to ensure crash consistency
by carefully ordering updates to NVMMs using cache flush
and memory barrier instructions.

2.2

RDMA Networking

Orion leverages RDMA to provide low latency metadata and
data accesses. RDMA allows a node to perform one-sided
read/write operations from/to memory on a remote node in
addition to two-sided send/recv operations. Both user- and
kernel-level applications can directly issue remote DMA requests (called verbs) on pre-registered memory regions (MRs).
One-sided requests bypass CPU on the remote host, while
two-sided requests require the CPU to handle them.
An RDMA NIC (RNIC) is capable of handling MRs registered on both virtual and physical address ranges. For MRs
on virtual addresses, the RDMA hardware needs to translate
from virtual addresses to DMA addresses on incoming packets. RNICs use a hardware pin-down cache [65] to accelerate
lookups. Orion uses physically addressed DMA MRs, which
do not require address translation on the RNIC, avoiding
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the possibility of pin-down cache misses on large NVMM
regions.
Software initiates RDMA requests by posting work queue
entries (WQE) onto a pair of send/recv queues (a queue pair
or “QP”), and polling for their completion from the completion queue (CQ). On completing a request, the RNIC signals
completion by posting a completion queue entry (CQE).
A send/recv operation requires both the sender and receiver
to post requests to their respective send and receive queues
that include the source and destination buffer addresses. For
one-sided transfers, the receiver grants the sender access to a
memory region through a shared, secret 32-bit “rkey.” When
the receiver RNIC processes an inbound one-sided request
with a matching rkey, it issues DMAs directly to its local
memory without notifying the host CPU.
Orion employs RDMA as a fast transport layer, and its
design accounts for several idiosyncrasies of RDMA:
Inbound verbs are cheaper Inbound verbs, including recv
and incoming one-sided read/write, incur lower overhead for
the target, so a single node can handle many more inbound
requests than it can initiate itself [59]. Orion’s mechanisms
for accessing data and synchronizing metadata across clients
both exploit this asymmetry to improve scalability.
RDMA accesses are slower than local accesses RDMA
accesses are fast but still slower than local accesses. By combining the data measured on DRAM and the methodology
introduced in a previous study [75], we estimate the one-sided
RDMA NVMM read latency to be ∼9× higher than local
NVMM read latency for 64 B accesses, and ∼20× higher for
4 KB accesses.
RDMA favors short transfers RNICs implement most of
the RDMA protocol in hardware. Compared to transfer protocols like TCP/IP, transfer size is more important to transfer
latency for RDMA because sending smaller packets involves
fewer PCIe transactions [35]. Also, modern RDMA hardware
can inline small messages along with WQE headers, further
reducing latency. To exploit these characteristics, Orion aggressively minimizes the size of the transfers it makes.
RDMA is not persistence-aware Current RDMA hardware does not guarantee persistence for one-sided RDMA
writes to NVMM. Providing this guarantee generally requires an extra network round-trip or CPU involvement for
cache flushes [22], though a proposed [60] RDMA “commit”
verb would provide this capability. As this support is not yet
available, Orion ensures persistence by CPU involvement (see
Section 5.3).

3

Design Overview

Orion is a distributed file system built for the performance
characteristics of NVMM and RDMA networking. NVMM’s
low latency and byte-addressability fundamentally alter the
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Figure 1: Orion cluster organization An Orion cluster consists of a metadata server, clients and data stores.
relationship among memory, storage, and network, motivating Orion to use a clean-slate approach to combine the file
system and networking into a single layer. Orion achieves the
following design goals:
• Scalable performance with low software overhead:
Scalability and low-latency are essential for Orion to
fully exploit the performance of NVMM. Orion achieves
this goal by unifying file system functions and network
operations and by accessing data structures on NVMM
directly through RDMA.
• Efficient network usage on metadata updates: Orion
caches file system data structures on clients. A client can
apply file operations locally and only send the changes
to the metadata server over the network.
• Metadata and data consistency: Orion uses a logstructured design to maintain file system consistency
at low cost. Orion allows read parallelism but serializes
updates for file system data structures across the cluster.
It relies on atomically updated inode logs to guarantee
metadata and data consistency and uses a new coordination scheme called client arbitration to resolve conflicts.
• DAX support in a distributed file system: DAX-style
(direct load/store) access is a key benefit of NVMMs.
Orion allows clients to access data in its local NVMM
just as it could access a DAX-enabled local NVMM file
system.
• Repeated access become local access: Orion exploits
locality by migrating data to where writes occur and
making data caching an integral part of the file system
design. The log-structured design reduces the cost of
maintaining cache coherence.
• Reliability and data persistence: Orion supports metadata and data replication for better reliability and availability. The replication protocol also guarantees data
persistency.
The remainder of this section provides an overview of the
Orion software stack, including its hardware and software
organization. The following sections provide details of how
Orion manages metadata (Section 4) and provides access to
data (Section 5).
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avoids the frequent context switches, copies, and kernel/user
crossing that conventional two-layer distributed file systems
designs require.
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data
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Figure 2: Orion software organization Orion exposes as a
log-structured file system across MDS and clients. Clients
maintain local copies of inode metadata and sync with the
MDS, and access data at remote data stores or local NVMM
directly.

3.1

Cluster Organization

An Orion cluster consists of a metadata server (MDS), several
data stores (DSs) organized in replication groups, and clients
all connected via an RDMA network. Figure 1 shows the
architecture of an Orion cluster and illustrates these roles.
The MDS manages metadata. It establishes an RDMA
connection to each of the clients. Clients can propagate local
changes to the MDS and retrieve updates made by other
clients.
Orion allows clients to manage and access a global, shared
pool of NVMMs. Data for a file can reside at a single DS or
span multiple DSs. A client can access a remote DS using
one-sided RDMA and its local NVMMs using load and store
instructions.
Internal clients have local NVMM that Orion manages.
Internal clients also act as a DSs for other clients. External
clients do not have local NVMM, so they can access data on
DSs but cannot store data themselves.
Orion supports replication of both metadata and data. The
MDS can run as a high-availability pair consisting of a primary server and a mirror using Mojim [76]-style replication. Mojim provides low latency replication for NVMM by
maintaining a single replica and only making updates at the
primary.
Orion organizes DSs into replication groups, and the DSs
in the group have identical data layouts. Orion uses broadcast
replication for data.

3.2

Software Organization

Orion’s software runs on the clients and the MDS. It exposes
a normal POSIX interface and consists of kernel modules that
manage file and metadata in NVMM and handle communication between the MDS and clients. Running in the kernel
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The file system in Orion inherits some design elements
from NOVA [73, 74], a log-structured POSIX-compliant local
NVMM file system. Orion adopts NOVA’s highly-optimized
mechanisms for managing file data and metadata in NVMM.
Specifically, Orion’s local file system layout, inode log data
structure, and radix trees for indexing file data in DRAM
are inherited from NOVA, with necessary changes to make
metadata accessible and meaningful across nodes. Figure 2
shows the overall software organization of the Orion file
system.
An Orion inode contains pointers to the head and tail of a
metadata log stored in a linked list of NVMM pages. A log’s
entries record all modifications to the file and hold pointers to
the file’s data blocks. Orion uses the log to build virtual file
system (VFS) inodes in DRAM along with indices that map
file offsets to data blocks. The MDS contains the metadata
structures of the whole file system including authoritative
inodes and their logs. Each client maintains a local copy of
each inode and its logs for the files it has opened.
Copying the logs to the clients simplifies and accelerates
metadata management. A client can recover all metadata of
a file by walking through the log. Also, clients can apply
a log entry locally in response to a file system request and
then propagate it to the MDS. A client can also tell whether
an inode is up-to-date by comparing the local and remote
log tail. An up-to-date log should be equivalent on both the
client and the MDS, and this invariant is the basis for our
metadata coherency protocol. Because MDS inode log entries
are immutable except during garbage collection and logs are
append-only, logs are amenable to direct copying via RDMA
reads (see Section 4).
Orion distributes data across DSs (including the internal
clients) and replicates the data within replication groups. To
locate data among these nodes, Orion uses global page addresses (GPAs) to identify pages. Clients use a GPA to locate
both the replication group and data for a page. For data reads,
clients can read from any node within a replication group
using the global address. For data updates, Orion performs
a copy-on-write on the data block and appends a log entry
reflecting the change in metadata (e.g., write offset, size, and
the address to the new data block). For internal clients, the
copy-on-write migrates the block into the local NVMM if
space is available.
An Orion client also maintains a client-side data cache.
The cache, combined with the copy-on-write mechanism, lets
Orion exploit and enhance data locality. Rather than relying
on the operating system’s generic page cache, Orion manages
DRAM as a customized cache that allows it to access cached
pages using GPAs without a layer of indirection. This also
simplifies cache coherence.
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4

Metadata Management

Client
Inode table:

Since metadata updates are often on an application’s critical
path, a distributed file system must handle metadata requests
quickly. Orion’s MDS manages all metadata updates and
holds the authoritative, persistent copy of metadata. Clients
cache metadata locally as they access and update files, and
they must propagate changes to both the MDS and other
clients to maintain coherence.
Below, we describe how Orion’s metadata system meets
both these performance and correctness goals using a combination of communication mechanisms, latency optimizations,
and a novel arbitration scheme to avoid locking.

4.1

<r_addr,l_head,l_tail,r_tail,version>
RPC

…

Inode log:

④
MDS

③
Inode log:
Inode:

VFS

Message Header

⑤

Committed
Committed

⑥

…

⑥

msgbuf

<addr,r_head,unused,r_tail,version>

Inode table:

①

⑦

②
VFS

open() :① [Client] send a RPC
② [MDS] process the RPC
③ [MDS] RDMA_Write to inode & first log page ④ [Client] RDMA_Read more pages
setattr():⑤ [Client] append, send a log entry, update l_tail
⑥ [MDS] memcpy & update r_tail
⑦ [MDS] Update VFS

Metadata Communication

The MDS orchestrates metadata communication in Orion, and
all authoritative metadata updates occur there. Clients do not
exchange metadata. Instead, an Orion client communicates
with the MDS to fetch file metadata, commit changes and
apply changes committed by other clients.
Clients communicate with the MDS using three methods
depending on the complexity of the operation they need to
perform: (1) direct RDMA reads, (2) speculative and highlyoptimized log commits, and (3) acknowledged remote procedure calls (RPCs).
These three methods span a range of options from simple/lightweight (direct RDMA reads) to complex/heavyweight
(RPC). We use RDMA reads from the MDS whenever possible because they do not require CPU intervention, maximizing
MDS scalability.
Below, we describe each of these mechanisms in detail
followed by an example. Then, we describe several additional
optimizations Orion applies to make metadata updates more
efficient.
RDMA reads Clients use one-sided RDMA reads to pull
metadata from the MDS when needed, for instance, on file
open. Orion uses wide pointers that contain a pointer to the
client’s local copy of the metadata as well as a GPA that points
to the same data on the MDS. A client can walk through its
local log by following the local pointers, or fetch the log
pages from the MDS using the GPAs.
The clients can access the inode and log for a file using
RDMA reads since NVMM is byte addressable. These accesses bypass the MDS CPU, which improves scalability.
Log commits Clients use log commits to update metadata
for a file. The client first performs file operations locally by
appending a log entry to the local copy of the inode log. Then
it forwards the entry to the MDS and waits for completion.
Log commits use RDMA sends. Log entries usually fit in
two cache lines, so the RDMA NIC can send them as inlined
messages, further reducing latencies. Once it receives the
acknowledgment for the send, the client updates its local log
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Inode:

⑤

Figure 3: Orion metadata communication Orion maintains
metadata structures such as inode logs on both MDS and
clients. A client commit file system updates through Log
Commits and RPCs.
tail, completing the operation. Orion allows multiple clients
to commit log entries of a single inode without distributed
locking using a mechanism called client arbitration that can
resolve inconsistencies between inode logs on the clients
(Section 4.3).
Remote procedure calls Orion uses synchronous remote
procedure calls (RPCs) for metadata accesses that involve
multiple inodes as well as operations that affect other clients
(e.g., a file write with O APPEND flag).
Orion RPCs use a send verb and an RDMA write. An RPC
message contains an opcode along with metadata updates
and/or log entries that the MDS needs to apply atomically.
The MDS performs the procedure call and responds via onesided RDMA write or message send depending on the opcode.
The client blocks until the response arrives.
Example Figure 3 illustrates metadata communication. For
open() (an RPC-based metadata update), the client allocates space for the inode and log, and issues an RPC 1 . The
MDS handles the RPC 2 and responds by writing the inode
along with the first log page using RDMA 3 . The client uses
RDMA to read more pages if needed and builds VFS data
structures 4 .
For a setattr() request (a log commit based metadata
update), the client creates a local entry with the update and
issues a log commit 5 . It then updates its local tail pointer
atomically after it has sent the log commit. Upon receiving
the log entry, the MDS appends the log entry, updates the log
tail 6 , and updates the corresponding data structure in VFS
7.
RDMA Optimizations

Orion avoids data copying within
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Figure 4: MDS request handling The MDS handles client
requests in two stages: First, networking threads handle
RDMA completion queue entries (CQEs) and dispatch them
to file system threads. Next, file system threads handle RPCs
and update the VFS.
a node whenever possible. Both client-initiated RDMA reads
and MDS-initiated RDMA writes (e.g., in response to an
RPC) target client file system data structures directly. Additionally, log entries in Orion contain extra space (shown as
message headers in Figure 3) to accommodate headers used
for networking. Aside from the DMA that the RNIC performs,
the client copies metadata at most once (to avoid concurrent
updates to the same inode) during a file operation.
Orion also uses relative pointers in file system data structures to leverage the linear addressing in kernel memory management. NVMM on a node appears as contiguous memory
regions in both kernel virtual and physical address spaces.
Orion can create either type of address by adding the relative
pointer to the appropriate base address. Relative pointers are
also meaningful across power failures.

4.2

Minimizing Commit Latency

The latency of request handling, especially for log commits,
is critical for the I/O performance of the whole cluster. Orion
uses dedicated threads to handle per-client receive queues as
well as file system updates. Figure 4 shows the MDS request
handling process.
For each client, the MDS registers a small (256 KB) portion
of NVMM as a communication buffer. The MDS handles
incoming requests in two stages: A network thread polls
the RDMA completion queues (CQs) for work requests on
pre-posted RDMA buffers and dispatches the requests to file
system threads. As an optimization, the MDS prioritizes log
commits by allowing network threads to append log entries
directly. Then, a file system thread handles the requests by
updating file system structures in DRAM for a log commit
or serving the requests for an RPC. Each file system thread
maintains a FIFO containing pointers to updated log entries
or RDMA buffers holding RPC requests.
For a log commit, a network thread reads the inode number,
appends the entry by issuing non-temporal moves and then
atomically updates the tail pointer. At this point, other clients
can read the committed entry and apply it to their local copy
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Figure 5: Metadata consistency in Orion The inode log
on Client A is consistent after (a) updating the log entry
committed by another client using RDMA reads, (c) issuing
an RPC, and (b) rebuilding the log on conflicts.
of the inode log. The network thread then releases the recv
buffer by posting a recv verb, allowing its reuse. Finally, it
dispatches the task for updating in-DRAM data structures to
a file system thread based on the inode number.
For RPCs, the network thread dispatches the request directly to a file system thread. Each thread processes requests
to a subset of inodes to ensure better locality and less contention for locks. The file system threads use lightweight
journals for RPCs involving inodes that belong to multiple
file system threads.
File system threads perform garbage collection (GC) when
the number of “dead” entries in a log becomes too large.
Orion rebuilds the inode log by copying live entries to new
log pages. It then updates the log pointers and increases the
version number. Orion makes this update atomic by packing
the version number and tail pointer into 64 bits. The thread
frees stale log pages after a delay, allowing ongoing RDMA
reads to complete. Currently we set the maximal size of file
writes in a log entry to be 512 MB.

4.3

Client Arbitration

Orion allows multiple clients to commit log entries to a single inode at the same time using a mechanism called client
arbitration rather than distributed locking. Client arbitration
builds on the following observations:
1. Handling an inbound RDMA read is much cheaper than
sending an outbound write. In our experiments, a single
host can serve over 15 M inbound reads per second but
only 1.9 M outbound writes per second.
2. For the MDS, CPU time is precious. Having the MDS initiate messages to maintain consistency will reduce Orion
performance significantly.
3. Log append operations are lightweight: each one takes
around just 500 CPU cycles.
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polling for its completion. The MDS appends log commits
based on arrival order and updates log tails atomically. A
client can determine whether a local inode is up-to-date by
comparing the log length of its local copy of the log and the
authoritative copy at the MDS. Clients can check the length
of an inode’s log by retrieving its tail pointer with an RDMA
read.
The client issues these reads in the background when handling an I/O request. If another client has modified the log,
the client detects the mismatch and fetches the new log entries
using additional RDMA reads and retries.
If the MDS has committed multiple log entries in a different
order due to concurrent accesses, the client blocks the current
request and finds the last log entry that is in sync with the
MDS, it then fetches all following log entries from the MDS,
rebuilds its in-DRAM structures, and re-executes the user
request.
Figure 5 shows the three different cases of concurrent accesses to a single inode. In (a), the client A can append the
log entry #2 from client B by extending its inode log. In (b),
the client A misses the log entry #2 committed by client B,
so it will rebuild the inode log on the next request. In (c),
the MDS will execute concurrent RPCs to the same inode
sequentially, and the client will see the updated log tail in the
RPC acknowledgment.
A rebuild occurs when all of the following occur at the
same time: (1) two or more clients access the same file at
the same time and one of the accesses is log commit, (2) one
client issues two log commits consecutively, and (3) the MDS
accepts the log commit from another client after the client
RDMA reads the inode tail but before the MDS accepts the
second log commit.
In our experience this situation happens very rarely, because the “window of vulnerability” – the time required to
perform a log append on the MDS – is short. That said, Orion
lets applications identify files that are likely targets of intensive sharing via an ioctl. Orion uses RPCs for all updates
to these inodes in order to avoid rebuilds.

5

Data Management

Orion pools NVMM spread across internal clients and data
stores. A client can allocate and access data either locally (if
the data are local) or remotely via one-sided RDMA. Clients
use local caches and migration during copy-on-write operations to reduce the number of remote accesses.

5.1

Delegated Allocation

To avoid allocating data on the critical path, Orion uses a
distributed, two-stage memory allocation scheme.
The MDS keeps a bitmap of all the pages Orion manages.
Clients request large chunks of storage space from the MDS
via an RPC. The client can then autonomously allocate space
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Figure 6: Orion data communication Orion allows clients
manage and access data independently.
within those chunks. This design frees the MDS from managing fine-grain data blocks, and allows clients to allocate pages
with low overhead.
The MDS allocates internal clients chunks of its local
NVMM when possible since local writes are faster. As a
result, most of their writes go to local NVMM.

5.2

Data Access

To read file data, a client either communicates with the DS
using one-sided RDMA or accesses its local NVMM via DAX
(if it is an internal client and the data is local). Remote reads
use one-sided RDMA reads to retrieve existing file data and
place it in local DRAM pages that serve as a cache for future
reads.
Remote writes can also be one-sided because allocation
occurs at the client. Once the transfer is complete, the client
issues a log commit to the MDS.
Figure 6 demonstrates Orion’s data access mechanisms. A
client can request a block chunk from the MDS via an RPC
1 . When the client opens a file, it builds a radix tree for
fast lookup from file offsets to log entries 2 . When handling
a read() request, the client reads from the DS (DS-B) to
its local DRAM and update the corresponding log entry 3 .
For a write() request, it allocates from its local chunk 4
and issues memcpy nt() and sfence to ensure that the
data reaches its local NVMM (DS-C) 5 . Then a log entry
containing information such as the GPA and size is committed
to the MDS 6 . Finally, the MDS appends the log entry 7 .
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5.3

Data Persistence

Orion always ensures that metadata is consistent, but, like
many file systems, it can relax the consistency requirement
on data based on user preferences and the availability of
replication.
The essence of Orion’s data consistency guarantee is the
extent to which the MDS delays the log commit for a file
update. For a weak consistency guarantee, an external client
can forward a speculative log commit to the MDS before its
remote file update has completed at a DS. This consistency
level is comparable to the write-back mode in ext4 and can
result in corrupted data pages but maintains metadata integrity.
For strong data consistency that is comparable to NOVA and
the data journaling mode in ext4, Orion can delay the log
commit until after the file update is persistent at multiple DSs
in the replication group.
Achieving strong consistency over RDMA is hard because
RDMA hardware does not provide a standard mechanism to
force writes into remote NVMM. For strongly consistent data
updates, our algorithm is as follows.
A client that wishes to make a consistent file update uses
copy-on-write to allocate new pages on all nodes in the appropriate replica group, then uses RDMA writes to update the
pages. In parallel, the client issues a speculative log commit
to the MDS for the update.
DSs within the replica group detect the RDMA writes to
new pages using an RDMA trick: when clients use RDMA
writes on the new pages, they include the page’s global address as an immediate value that travels to the target in the
RDMA packet header. This value appears in the target NIC’s
completion queue, so the DS can detect modifications to its
pages. For each updated page, the DS forces the page into
NVMM and sends an acknowledgment via a small RDMA
write to the MDS, which processes the client’s log commit
once it reads a sufficient number of acknowledgments in its
DRAM.

5.4

Fault Tolerance

The high performance and density of NVMM makes the
cost of rebuilding a node much higher than recovering it.
Consequently, Orion makes its best effort to recover the node
after detecting an error. If the node can recover (e.g., after a
power failure and most software bugs), it can rejoin the Orion
cluster and recover to a consistent state quickly. For NVMM
media errors, module failures, or data-corrupting bugs, Orion
rebuilds the node using the data and metadata from other
replicas. It uses relative pointers and global page addresses to
ensure metadata in NVMM remain meaningful across power
failures.
In the metadata subsystem, for MDS failures, Orion builds
a Mojim-like [76] high-availability pair consisting of a primary MDS and a mirror. All metadata updates flow to the
primary MDS, which propagates the changes to the mirror.
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When the primary fails, the mirror takes over and journals all
the incoming requests while the primary recovers.
In the data subsystem, for DS failures, the DS journals
the immediate values of incoming RDMA write requests in
a circular buffer. A failed DS can recover by obtaining the
pages committed during its downtime from a peer DS in the
same replication group. When there are failed nodes in a
replication group, the rest of the nodes work in the strong
data consistency mode introduced in Section 5.3 to ensure
successful recovery in the event of further failures.

6

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Orion by
comparing it to existing distributed file systems as well as
local file systems. We answer the following questions:
• How does Orion’s one-layer design affect its performance compared to existing two-layer distributed file
systems?
• How much overhead does managing distributed data and
metadata add compared to running a local NVMM file
system?
• How does configuring Orion for different levels of reliability affect performance?
• How scalable is Orion’s MDS?
We describe the experimental setup and then evaluate Orion
with micro- and macrobenchmarks. Then we measure the
impact of data replication and the ability to scale over parallel
workloads.

6.1

Experimental Setup

We run Orion on a cluster with 10 nodes configured to emulate
persistent memory with DRAM. Each node has two quad-core
Intel Xeon (Westmere-EP) CPUs with 48 GB of DRAM, with
32 GB configured as an emulated pmem device. Each node
has an RDMA NIC (Mellanox ConnectX-2 40 Gbps HCA)
running in Infiniband mode and connects to an Infiniband
switch (QLogic 12300). We disabled the Direct Cache Access
feature on DSs. To demonstrate the impact to co-located
applications, we use a dedicated core for issuing and handling
RDMA requests on each client.
We build our Orion prototype on the Linux 4.10 kernel with
the RDMA verb kernel modules from Mellanox OFED [42].
The file system in Orion reuses code from NOVA but adds
∼8K lines of code to support distributed functionalities and
data structures. The networking module in Orion is built from
scratch and comprises another ∼8K lines of code.
We compare Orion with three distributed file systems
Ceph [69], Gluster [19], and Octopus [41] running on the
same RDMA network. We also compare Orion to ext4
mounted on a remote iSCSI target hosting a ramdisk using iSCSI Extension over RDMA (iSER) [12] (denoted by
Ext4/iSER), which provides the client with private access to
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a remote block device. Finally, we compare our system with
two local DAX file systems: NOVA [73, 74] and ext4 in DAX
mode (ext4-DAX).

6.2

Microbenchmarks

We begin by measuring the networking latency of log commits and RPCs. Figure 7(a) shows the latency of a log commit
and an RPC compared to the network round trip time (RTT)
using two sends verbs. Our evaluation platform has a network round trip time of 7.96 µs. The latency of issuing an
Orion RPC request and obtaining the response is 8.5 µs. Log
commits have much lower latency since the client waits until
receiving the acknowledgment of an RDMA send work request, which takes less than half of the network round trip
time: they complete in less than 2 µs.
Figure 7(b) shows the metadata operation latency on Orion
and other distributed file systems. We evaluated basic file system metadata operations such as create, mkdir, unlink,
rmdir as well as reading and writing random 4 KB data
using FIO [6]. Latencies for Ceph and Gluster are between
34% and 443% higher than Orion.
Octopus performs better than Orion on mkdir, unlink
and rmdir, because Octopus uses a simplified file system
model: it maintains all files and directories in a per-server
hash table indexed by their full path names and it assigns
a fixed number of file extents and directory entries to each
file and directory. This simplification means it cannot handle
large files or directories.
Ext4/iSER outperforms Orion on some metadata operations because it considers metadata updates complete once
they enter the block queue. In contrast, NVMM-aware systems (such as Orion or Octopus) report the full latency for
persistent metadata updates. The 4 KB read and write measurements in the figure give a better measure of I/O latency –
Orion outperforms Ext4/iSER configuration by between 4.9×
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Figure 7: Average latency of Orion metadata and data operations Orion is built on low-latency communication primitive
(a). These lead to basic file operation latencies that are better than existing remote-access storage system (b) and within a small
factor of local NVMM file systems (c).
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Figure 8: Application performance on Orion The graph is
normalized to NOVA, and the annotations give NOVA’s performance. For write-intensive workloads, Orion outperforms
Ceph and Gluster by a wide margin.
and 10.9×.
For file reads and writes, Orion has the lowest latency
among all the distributed file systems we tested. For internal
clients (Orion-IC), Orion’s 4 KB read latency is 3.6 µs and
4 KB write latency of 5.8 µs. For external clients (OrionEC), the write latency is 7.9 µs and read latency is similar
to internal clients because of client-side caching. For cache
misses, read latency is 7.9 µs.
We compare Orion to NOVA and Ext4-DAX in Figure 7(c).
For metadata operations, Orion sends an RPC to the MDS on
the critical path, increasing latency by between 98% to 196%
compared to NOVA and between 31% and 106% compared
to Ext4-DAX. If we deduct the networking round trip latency,
Orion increases software overheads by 41%.

6.3

Macrobenchmarks

We use three Filebench [64] workloads (varmail, fileserver
and webserver) as well as MongoDB [4] running YCSB’s [16]
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#
Avg. File R/W
Append
Files
Size
Size
Size
30 K
16 KB
1 MB
16 KB
10 K
128 KB
1 MB
16 KB
50 K
64 KB
1 MB
8 KB
YCSB-A, RecordCount=1M, OpCount=10M

Table 2: Application workload characteristics This table
includes the configurations for three filebench workloads and
the properties of YCSB-A.
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Throughput: vs. IC
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8
8
12
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Workload A (50% read/50% update) to evaluate Orion. Table 2 describes the workload characteristics. We could not run
these workloads on Octopus because it limits the directory
entries and the number of file extents, and it ran out of memory when we increased those limits to meet the workloads’
requirements.
Figure 8 shows the performance of Orion internal and external clients along with other file systems. For filebench
workloads, Orion outperforms Gluster and Ceph by a large
margin (up to 40×). We observe that the high synchronization cost in Ceph and Gluster makes them only suitable for
workloads with high queue depths, which are less likely on
NVMM because media access latency is low. For MongoDB,
Orion outperforms other distributed file systems by a smaller
margin because of the less intensive I/O activities.
Although Ext4/iSER does not support sharing, file system synchronization (e.g., fsync()) is expensive because
it flushes the block queue over RDMA. Orion outperforms
Ext4/iSER in most workloads, especially for those that require frequent synchronization, such as varmail (with 4.5×
higher throughput). For webserver, a read-intensive workload,
Ext4/iSER performs better than local Ext4-DAX and Orion
because it uses the buffer cache to hold most of the data and
does not flush writes to storage.
Orion achieves an average of 73% of NOVA’s throughput.
It also outperforms Ext4-DAX on metadata and I/O intensive
workloads such as varmail and filebench. For Webserver, a
read-intensive workload, Orion is slower because it needs to
communicate with the MDS.
The performance gap between external clients and internal clients is small in our experiments, especially for write
requests. This is because our hardware does not support the
optimized cache flush instructions that Intel plans to add in
the near future [51]. Internal clients persist local writes using
clflush or non-temporal memory copy with fences; both
of which are expensive [76].

6.4

Metadata and Data Replication

Figure 9 shows the performance impact of metadata and data
replication. We compare the performance of a single internal
client (IC), a single external client (EC), an internal client
with one and two replicas (IC+1R, +2R), and an internal client
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Figure 9: Orion data replication performance Updating a
remote replica adds significantly to random write latency, but
the impact on overall benchmark performance is small.
with two replicas and MDS replication (+2R+M). For a 4 KB
write, it takes an internal client 12.1 µs to complete with our
strongest reliability scheme (+2R+M), which is 2.1× longer
than internal client and 1.5× longer than an external client.
For filebench workloads, overall performance decreases by
between 2.3% and 15.4%.

6.5

MDS Scalability

Orion uses a single MDS with a read-only mirror to avoid the
overhead of synchronizing metadata updates across multiple
nodes. However, using a single MDS raises scalability concerns. In this section, we run an MDS paired with 8 internal
clients to evaluate the system under heavy metadata traffic.
We measure MDS performance scalability by stressing
it with different types of requests: client initiated inbound
RDMA reads, log commits, and RPCs. Figure 10 measures
throughput for the MDS handling concurrent requests from
different numbers of clients. For inbound RDMA reads (a),
each client posts RDMA reads for an 8-byte field, simulating
reading the log tail pointers of inodes. In (b) the client sends
64-byte log commits spread across 10,000 inodes. In (c) the
clients send 64-byte RPCs and the MDS responds with 32byte acknowledgments. Each RPC targets one of the 10,000
inodes. Finally, in (d) we use FIO to perform 4 KB random
writes from each client to private file.
Inbound RDMA reads have the best performance and scale
well: with eight clients, the MDS performs 13.8 M RDMA
reads per second – 7.2× the single-client performance. For
log commits, peak throughput is 2.5 M operations per second with eight clients – 4.1× the performance for a single
client. Log commit scalability is lower because the MDS must
perform the log append in software. The MDS can perform
772 K RPCs per second with seven clients (6.2× more than
a single). Adding an eighth does not improve performance
due to contention among threads polling CQEs and threads
handling RPCs. The FIO write test shows good scalability –
7.9× improvement with eight threads. Orion matches NOVA
performance with two clients and out-performs NOVA by
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Figure 10: Orion metadata scalability for MDS metadata operations and FIO 4K randwrite Orion exhibits good scalability
with rising node counts for inbound 8 B RDMA reads (a), 64 B log commits (b), RPCs (c), and random writes (d).
4.1× on eight clients.
Orion is expected to have good scaling under these conditions. Similar to other RDMA based studies, Orion is suitable
to be deployed on networks with high bisectional bandwidth
and predictable end-to-end latency, such as rack-scale computers [17, 39]. In these scenarios, the single MDS design is
not a bottleneck in terms of NVMM storage, CPU utilization,
or networking utilization. Orion metadata consumes less than
3% space compared to actual file data in our experiments.
Additionally, metadata communication is written in tight routines running on dedicated cores, where most of the messages
fit within two cache lines. Previous works [7,40] show similar
designs can achieve high throughput with a single server.
In contrast, several existing distributed file systems [8, 19,
30, 69] target data-center scale applications, and use mechanisms designed for these conditions. In general, Orion’s
design is orthogonal to the mechanisms used in these systems,
such as client side hashing [19] and partitioning [69], which
could be integrated into Orion as future work. On the other
hand, we expect there may be other scalability issues such
as RDMA connection management and RNIC resource contention that need to be addressed to allow further scaling for
Orion. We leave this exploration as future work.

7

Related work

Orion combines ideas from NVMM file systems, distributed
file systems, distributed shared memory, user level file systems with trusted services, and recent work on how to best
utilize RDMA. Below, we place Orion in context relative to
key related work in each of these areas.
NVMM file systems Emerging NVMM technologies have
inspired researchers to build a menagerie NVMM-specific file
systems. Orion extends many ideas and implementation details from NOVA [73,74] to the distributed domain, especially
in how Orion stores and updates metadata. Orion also relies on
key insights developed in earlier systems [15,21,25,68,70,72].
Distributed file systems There are two common ways to
provide distributed file accesses: the first is to deploy a Clus-
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tered File System (CFS) [8,11,20,26,31,54] running on block
devices exposed via a storage area network (SAN) protocol
like iSCSI [53], Fiber Channel or NVMe Over Fabrics [18].
They use RDMA to accelerate the data path [12, 18, 61] and
they can accelerate data transfers using zero-copy techniques
while preserving the block-based interface.
The second is to build a Distributed File System (DFS) [8,
9, 19, 30, 37, 38, 47, 57, 57, 69] that uses local file systems
running on a set of servers to create a single, shared file system
image. They consist of servers acting in dedicated roles and
communicating using customized protocols to store metadata
and data. Some distributed file systems use RDMA as a dropin replacement of existing networking protocols [10,18,63,71]
while preserving the local file system logic.
Their diversity reflects the many competing design goals
they target. They vary in the interfaces they provide, the
consistency guarantees they make, and the applications and
deployment scenarios they target. However, these systems
target hard drives and SSDs and include optimizations such
as queuing striping and DRAM caching. Orion adds to this
diversity by rethinking how a full-featured distributed file
system can fully exploit the characteristics of NVMM and
RDMA.
Octopus [41] is a distributed file system built for RDMA
and NVMM. Compared to Orion, its design has several limitations. First, Octopus assumes a simplifed file system model
and uses a static hash table to organize file system metadata and data, which preventing it from running complex
workloads. Second, Octopus uses client-side partitioning.
This design restricts access locality: as the number of peers
increases, common file system tasks such as traversing a directory become expensive. Orion migrates data to local NVMM
to improve locality. Finally, Octopus does not provide provisions for replication of either data or metadata, so it cannot
tolerate node failures.
Trusted file system services Another research trend is to
decouple file system control plane and data plane, and build
userspace file systems [36, 48, 68] with trusted services to
reduce the number of syscalls. Orion MDS plays a similar
role as the trusted service. However, Orion heavily leverages
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kernel file system mechanisms, as well as the linear addressing of kernel virtual addresses and DMA addresses. In order
to support DAX accesses, extending a uerspace file system
to a distributed setting must deal with issues such as large
page tables, sharing and protection across processes and page
faults, which are all not RDMA friendly.
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